
General Instructions For Rocky and Bullwinkle Pinball Machine Mods
(Not all of these items may have came with the set your purchased)

Please note, not all games will have the same exact procedures due to how games are assembled 
and how people have made changes to them over the years.  As with most types of plastics, do not 
force or bend the plastic pieces/tabs or they may break.  If this happens, plastic cement (such as 
Testors in the red tube) can easily repair the part.

White Roman Column
Notes:
 - Use existing screw

 

Bomb Acorn Nuts
Notes:
 - Make sure not to over tighten or you may strip the threads.  But if this does happen, just wrap a 
piece of masking tape (about 1/8” x 3/4” strip) clockwise around the post threads.  The bombs will be 
nice and snug again.

Hat Flasher Cover
Notes:
 - Take apart the two flashers/covers in corner
 - Remove second flasher since only one is used
 - Attach hat using screw/nut from old flasher
 - If you need to lift the playfield in the future, 
remember to pull the playfield forward a little so 
the cabinet does not hit the hat.

Right Ramp Entrance Cover Bomb
Notes:
 - Unplug light and remove
 - Unscrew 2 screws holding ramp switch on left
 - Install bomb in front of ramp with the right lower 
bracket around the lower post (see picture)
 - Install left side items in the following order (see 
picture):  2 screws, small rectangular bracket, 
bomb bracket and ramp switch to existing bracket 
with the threaded holes
 - Make sure switch and gate are properly installed
and the gate moves freely
 - Tighten screws and attach new light wires to 
either plug socket



Left Ramp Entrance Cover WABAC Machine
Notes:
 - Unplug light and remove
 - Unscrew 2 screws holding ramp switch on left
 - Remove 2 nuts from front bumpers by targets
 - Install WABAC on ramp with the front brackets 
aligning with screws from the previously removed 
nuts (see picture)
 - Install left side items in the following order (see 
picture):  2 screws, small rectangular bracket, 
WABAC bracket and ramp switch to existing 
bracket with the threaded holes
 - Make sure switch and gate are properly installed
and the gate moves freely
 - Tighten screws and attach new light wires to 
either plug socket
 - Reinstall front nuts on the two bumper posts

Thank you for your purchase and I hope you enjoy your game and my mods.  If you have any 
questions, problems or suggestions for this or other mods, please email me directly at 
ThePinballDaddy@gmail.com  
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